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I just picked up this from my mom's basement, w/o english subs/dubbed. It was in the "best of" series. I'd heard of it
before, but wasn't aware of it. I haven't seen anything with adult content on it yet; I only have the parts with the kids. It is

the same story as the orignial, but the transfer is bette. I'll add my two cents: the story told here is the most emotional one
I have seen in a while. The sub is also much better than you'd expect from a Brazilian dub. The dub has a strange feel to it

and, for the most part, it isn't bad, just different. Also, the whole "stinging hot girls" thing doesn't really translate to
English. For those looking for that kind of thing, you'd be better off checking out Peanut Butter Falcon or Gemini!! Best to
you, George The quality is fine. The dialog is not perfect but that is to be expected. It is a costume drama mostly. I have
only seen the English dub. I don't know if this has already been posted but the story line is that the wife of Hugo's father
(also his mother's stepfather) actually sleeps with her husband. In the epilogue, he explains how he had been looking for
this woman to make his revenge, but hadn't been able to find her. So they had found their own way. Anyway, this is as
much a love-hate letter as anything. I'm not the biggest Xuxa fan but I can honestly say I think this is one of her better

movies. As for Gore, I actually think the scenes with him were pretty good. There was some really disgusting stuff going on
and of course at the time of the movie it wasn't as bad as it is now. Most people in the movie could have avoided Gore and

survived. As for the other actors, well, I don't know. Good for a costume drama but the average age of most people who
actually know the movie probably knows that those battlesuits were during the World War II not the 1930's. Now would be

a good time to fact check before you post. >077.5 >Xuxa 5ec8ef588b
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